
HOW TO WRITE A FREE RESPONSE AP PSYCHOLOGY TEXTBOOK

How to write a solid AP Psychology FRQ. Read before answering. Carefully read both questions before you start to
write. Decide which question you are more.

You can download some materials in the form of a PDF or an ePub file, but there is nothing like smelling the
fresh pages new book. You will likely need some study resources to help you as you tackle this content.
Additionally, a new, fun way to study is to use one of the recently developed apps for AP exams. Some
criticize it for having too much information and for being particularly expensive, but it does cover in depth all
of the theory necessary for the exam. In addition, there are tons of study resources available online, including
many from AP teachers who have posted comprehensive outlines and study guides. The College Board
provides the following definitions for the most commonly encountered directives on the Psychology AP:
Identify requires that students name or point out psychological concepts as they pertain to the question. Try to
include specific examples from your studying and make sure to clearly introduce them in your writing. Step 5:
Take another practice test As you did at the very beginning of your studying, take a practice test to evaluate
your progress. Also, see if the book deals with the whole AP curriculum. Why use a textbook to study for AP
Psychology? To effectively master the free response section of your Psychology AP, you should have a good
understanding of what task verbs you will commonly encounter, and precisely what each is asking you to do.
There are 14 sections in total so make sure your book covers them thoroughly. You can get free materials from
the College Board website , but studying with a book in your free time is still the best method to prepare for
the exam. When picking a book, make sure it has at least a few chapters with top strategies for conquering the
free-response section. Read The Disclaimer. There are probably AP classes in high school. So you should be
well-prepared. They should resemble the real world examples as closely as possible. The first has multiple
choice questions which will amount to  You will need to identify psychological concepts, describe a theory or
a phenomenon, or discuss a connection between the prompt and psychological theory. For personalized AP
tutoring, check out the CollegeVine Academic Tutoring Program , where students who are intimately familiar
with the exam can help you ace it too, just like they did. This section demands creativity and writing skills on
your part. One high school in California has published a wealth of study resources, chapter outlines, and
vocabulary lists available here. Be familiar with how to apply the most common principles from the field, and
know how to effectively design or evaluate a research study. These include developmental psychology,
sensation and perception, personality, social psychology, abnormal behavior and much more. You also need to
know how to apply it in a test-taking environment. You can also use the book as a supplement to your regular
course. Before you begin writing, make a brief, strong outline.


